Ministry: Rodrigues (Mechanical Workshop Unit)

Post: Upholsterer

Salary: Rs 4,545 x 110 – 4,875 x 125 – 5,375 x 150 – 6,425 x 175
– 6,950 x 205 – 7,565 (WMT 5)

Effective Date: 16 April 1999

Qualifications: By appointment of Tradesman’s Assistants who have passed
the appropriate trade test.

Duties:

1. To manufacture and repair seats and cushions for
   vehicles, plants and equipment.

2. To repair and to cover in a neat manner, using leather
   cloth or any other fabric in plain, ribbed and pin-cushion
   styles, any type of upholstery, seat, back rest, arm rest and
   all internal upholstery found in a vehicle/plant/equipment.

3. To make sketches of any frame required, wooden or
   metal, and guide the frame-maker towards making the
   frame.

4. To make bases, either solid base with wood, plywood or
   metal or flexible with rubber web, flat spring or cone
   springs and cord.

5. To take measurements of, cut and stitch tarpaulins and
   any other canvas material.

6. To fix metal attachment eyes along edges of tarpaulins
   and canvas.

7. To take measurements of, cut, make and fix curtains and
   blinds and to fit and lay carpets and linoleums.

8. To perform such cognate duties as may be assigned.
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